Upgrading to the EasyUp Buckle on
2005 and newer Easyboot, Epic,
Bare and Grip boots

1. Remove the old fastening system
a. First, remove the screws or rivets that hold the
existing fastening system
to the front of the boot.
b. Remove the top side screw on both sides of the
boot.
c. Pull the existing cable out or bungee off.
d. Remove the white rollers (none on Bare), they will
not be used.
2. Attach the EasyUp Buckle
a. If your boot is a Bare, replace the gold t-nuts and
dog bone washer
with the new ones included in the EasyUp Buckle Kit.
b. If your boot does not have a recessed area for the
dog bone washer,
do not use the dog bone washer. Doing so can
damage your horse’s hoof wall.
c. When attaching the new gold nuts using the dog
bone washer,
make sure the slots connect to the teeth of the dog
bone washer.
This will prevent the nut from turning.
d. Fasten the EasyUp Buckle in place by tightening
the screws.
Tighten bottom screw fi rst.
3. Attach the cable ends
a. Push the cable through the slots on both sides of
the boot.
If your boot has two holes for the cable, you will need
to cut between them
so that there will be one larger hole.
b. Position the loop that is at the end of each cable so
it will
accept the side screw.
c. Fasten both side screws making sure they go
through the cable loops.
d. For Easyboot only: Use the 2 included shorter
screws.
Using the existing screws will damage the hoof wall.
e. Tighten all screws on the boot.

Replacing an Existing EasyUp Buckle and Cable
with a New EasyUp Buckle and Cable

1. Remove the old cable and buckle
a. Remove the screws that fasten the buckle to the front of the boot.
Try to keep the dog bone washer and T-Nuts in place.
b. Remove the top side screws on both sides of the boot.
c. Pull the existing cable out.
2. Attach the new EasyUp Buckle
a. Fasten the EasyUp Buckle in place by tightening the screws.
Tighten bottom screw fi rst.
3. Attach the cable ends
a. Push the cable through the slots on both sides of the boot.
b. Position the loop that is at the end of each cable so it will accept
the side screw.
c. Fasten both side screws and make sure they go through the loops
on the cable ends.
d. Tighten all screws on the boot.

Replacing a Cable on the EasyUp Buckle

1. Remove the old cable and buckle
a. Remove the screws that fasten the buckle to the front of the boot.
Try to keep the dog bone washer and T-Nuts in place.
b. Remove the top side screws on both sides of the boot.
c. Pull the existing cable out.
2. Insert the new cable
a. Slide the new cable through both holes in the EasyUp Buckle base.
b. Slide the cable clamp over the cable and push cable into a small loop.
Crimp the cable clamp to hold the loop, making sure the loop is large enough
to put the screw through.
Do this on both ends.
c. Reattach buckle to the boot.
3. Attach the cable ends
a. Push the cable loops through the slots on both sides of the boot.
b. Position the loop that is at the end of each cable so it will accept
the side screw.
c. Fasten both side screws making sure they go through the cable loops.
d. Tighten all screws on the boot.

